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Abstract1

Imperfect detection is a common issue affecting the accuracy of surveys that quantify2

animal abundance and distribution. To quantify detectability, counts are often calibrated3

to independent measures of abundance (e.g., via mark-recapture) but stochastic sampling4

variability in both data types is not typically accounted for. This practice may cause5

detectability to be quantified inaccurately and lead to overly confident predictions for6

out-of-sample applications. Our objective was to develop, apply, and simulation-test an7

integrated approach for quantifying detectability that better-accommodates uncertainty in8

the data. The method assumes mark-recapture and count surveys sample the same local9

abundance with error, allowing the construction of a joint likelihood function for both10

data sets. The model estimates coefficients that link detection probability to local11

covariates through a logit-linear model, which enables correcting counts for imperfect12

detection in locations where mark-recapture data are unavailable. We illustrate the13

application of the model with an empirical data set of over 100 paired snorkel count and14

mark-recapture electrofishing surveys for riverine salmonids in northeastern Oregon.15

Covariates that best explained heterogeneity in detectability included species, visibility,16

and channel unit type and depth, though substantial variability was attributed to17

site-level random effects. Estimated detection probability ranged from 0.02 to 0.92 among18

surveys and was higher for Chinook Salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) juveniles (mean:19

0.38) than for steelhead/Rainbow Trout (O. mykiss; mean: 0.24). Simulation analyses20

revealed that our integrated model performed better (relative to a method that treated21

mark-recapture abundance estimates as known without error) with respect to (i) selection22

of covariates, (ii) credible interval coverage, (iii) accuracy of estimated random variability23

terms, and (iv) reduced sensitivity to violated mark-recapture assumptions surrounding24

behavioral effects. This model represents an improvement over simpler calibration25

methods, particularly for snorkel surveys, by applying more a rigorous statistical26

treatment of sources of variability while explicitly describing the mechanistic link between27
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local conditions and detectability. The analytical methods we illustrate are general and28

could be broadly applied to quantify detectability in other biological surveys with paired29

abundance and count data.30
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1 Introduction31

Spatial and temporal patterns in population abundance are key information sources for32

understanding the ecology of fish populations and forming the knowledge base for33

management and conservation. For example, quantifying abundance is critical for34

assessing the efficacy of preserves (Mosquera et al. 2000), measuring population response35

to restoration actions (Roni et al. 2008), and setting harvest quotas (Walters and Pearse36

1996). Complete population censuses are often infeasible and therefore abundance is37

typically sampled using counts, which may be visual or capture-based in nature. Such38

counts are imperfect measures of population abundance because they result from39

imperfect detection, i.e., a surveyor can either count or fail to count individuals in the40

population, making the probability of successfully counting any one individual (termed41

“detection probability”) less than one. Imperfect detectability (also known as catchability42

for capture-based methods) introduces a directional bias that underestimates true43

abundance (Kéry and Schmidt 2008; Kellner and Swihart 2014). Further, the use of count44

data as an index of abundance (or other indices, such as catch-per-effort) assumes that45

detectability is constant across individuals, sampling locations, and time periods.46

Detectability may not be constant and the same factors that influence its spatiotemporal47

variability may also affect local abundance (e.g., density of large wood for riverine fishes).48

Thus, quantifying detectability and the factors that influence its spatiotemporal variability49

are critical steps for accurately estimating population abundance from count data.50

Methods commonly used to quantify detectability include those that assume some51

attenuation with increasing distance from the observer (distance sampling, Buckland et al.52

2001), use spatiotemporally replicated counts (N-mixture models, Royle 2004) or53

presence/absence data (Royle and Nichols 2003), or use the frequency with which marked54

individuals are subsequently recaptured (mark-recapture methods, Seber 1986). Another55

method, sometimes referred to as “double sampling” (Williams et al. 2002, Section 12.656

therein) or “dual-gear validation” (e.g., Thurow et al. 2006), uses intensively monitored57
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sites to estimate total abundance which, when paired with independent counts, provide58

an estimate of detection probability that may be applied to sites with count data only to59

estimate abundance. This practice of pairing independent abundance and count data has60

been widely used for quantifying detectability or otherwise obtaining count correction61

factors for aquatic and terrestrial species. Examples include point counts paired with62

census counts in nesting bird survey plots (Bart and Earnst 2002), spotlight counts of63

crocodiles paired with mark-recapture (Hutton and Woolhouse 1989), spotlight counts of64

deer paired with abundance from thermal imagery (Collier et al. 2007), aerial counts of65

salmon paired with mark-recapture (Jones et al. 1998), and snorkel counts of fish paired66

with abundance estimates from mark-recapture (Jonasson et al. 2016), electrofishing67

(Thurow et al. 2006), or removal methods (Hankin and Reeves 1988; Hillman et al. 1992).68

Given that detectability quantified using the double sampling design is generally69

conducted on a small subset of sites and then applied to other locations, it is critical that70

relationships with covariates and their out-of-sample uncertainty be accurately71

characterized. To our knowledge, none of the examples of the double sampling design72

above accounted for sampling variability in the abundance information used in the73

analysis (i.e., stochasticity in sampling that creates uncertainty in resulting estimates). For74

example, Thurow et al. (2006) used beta-binomial regression to quantify covariate effects75

on snorkel survey detectability wherein abundance estimates derived from76

efficiency-adjusted catch rates were treated as the binomial sample sizes and snorkel77

counts were treated as successes. The abundance information that enables quantifying78

detectability from a model like this has uncertainty, yet it was assumed to be a perfectly79

known number of fish.80

Ignoring sampling variability in the data that inform abundance estimates in double81

sampling designs likely inserts additional noise into covariate relationships with82

detectability, which could hinder our ability to identify optimal predictive models.83

Further, unaccounted variability in abundance data is likely to inappropriately weight84
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observations during model fitting and result in overstated confidence in85

estimated/predicted detection probability. These issues may be problematic given the86

central role served by covariate relationships with detectability: they enable comparisons87

of count data across space and time. Thus, it may be preferable to analyze data generated88

from double sampling designs using a method that explicitly acknowledges abundance is89

unknown.90

Snorkel surveys are commonly used to assess fish abundance and distribution as91

part of routine monitoring programs (e.g., Constable and Suring 2015; Fowler 2017) and92

directed ecological studies (Som et al. 2018; Flitcroft et al. 2013). They are frequently used93

in riverine habitats for salmonid fishes, both for juveniles (Thompson and Lee 2000;94

Flitcroft et al. 2013; Som et al. 2018) and adults (Pinter et al. 2018; Korman et al. 2002;95

Thurow et al. 2006) but have also been used for other fish taxa and in non-riverine96

environments (e.g., Lawson et al. 2011; Weaver et al. 2014; Ulibarri et al. 2017). Counts97

obtained from these surveys can inform fine-scale patterns of fish-habitat associations98

unavailable from larger-scale monitoring methods alone (Som et al. 2018). Further,99

because fish are never handled during snorkel surveys, these methods are more rapid and100

less intrusive than other survey methods (e.g., multi-pass electrofishing), making them101

well-suited for monitoring the abundance and distribution of threatened species at large102

spatial scales (O’Neal 2007).103

Given the difficult nature of counting small and mobile organisms in flowing water,104

snorkel surveys are subject to imperfect detection and the variability in riverine habitat105

types in which they are applied suggests that detectability is not spatially homogeneous.106

Thus, snorkel counts should be corrected for heterogeneity in detectability before they can107

be interpreted as reliable indicators of abundance. The double sampling approach has108

been used widely to quantify detectability in snorkel surveys (Hankin and Reeves 1988;109

Hillman et al. 1992; Thurow et al. 2006; Jonasson et al. 2016). N-mixture models have110

recently been used to address this issue (Som et al. 2018; Doll et al. 2020), but have not yet111
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been widely applied for snorkel surveys and may not be ideal for all cases given the need112

for within-site replication (which could otherwise be distributed spatially) and influential113

assumptions that are easily violated (i.e., that abundance and detection probability are114

constant among repeated visits to the same site, Barker et al. 2017). Thus, it would be115

desirable to have a method for quantifying detectability that (a) is suitable for commonly116

collected data sets (i.e., following a double sampling design), (b) accommodates117

uncertainty in independent abundance estimates, (c) allows direct modeling and selection118

of local covariates on detectability, and (d) propagates uncertainty in estimated119

relationships to out-of-sample applications.120

We present an analytical method for quantifying detectability from double sampling121

designs in snorkel and other biological surveys intended to meet these criteria. Our122

method jointly estimates abundance and covariate effects on detectability within a single123

model rather than analyzing them sequentially. After describing the statistical structure124

and its assumptions, we illustrate an application of the method using empirical snorkel125

survey data collected in northeastern Oregon and use a simulation study to test its validity126

in the face of violated assumptions and varying data quality and quantity.127

2 Methods128

2.1 General data structure129

The method we describe for quantifying detectability requires paired abundance and130

count data from a variety of locations and associated variables that may influence the ease131

or difficulty of counting animals in each location. Our specific illustration assumes that132

abundance data take the form of a two-sample mark-recapture design but other designs133

could be accommodated by our approach. If possible, sampling locations should be134

selected at the smallest spatial scale of interest to provide the highest resolution for135

investigating the effects of local conditions on detectability. For example, riverine136

sampling designs are often created hierarchically: channel units (i.e., individual pools,137

riffles, or runs) are nested within a site, sites are nested within a tributary, and tributaries138
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are nested within a basin – in this case, channel units should be selected as the139

observational unit for conducting double sampling.140

2.2 Modeling framework141

2.2.1 Sub-model for detection probability142

Our goal was to develop a model to describe how detection probability (denoted by ψi) for143

each observation (i; a unique pair of abundance and count data) varies as a function of144

covariates. We define ψi as the probability that each member of the population145

(abundance denoted Ni) is counted during the count survey. Thus, given known Ni and146

count (yi), a standard way to estimate the effects of covariates x1,i, . . . , xn,i on ψi is via147

logistic regression methodology:148

logit(ψi) = α + β1x1,i+, . . . ,+βnxn,i + ε j(i),

ε j ∼ N(0, σ2)
(1)

where α is the intercept, β1, . . . , βn are coefficients quantifying covariate effects on the log149

odds of detection, and ε j is a random effect for level j of a blocking factor, and j(i) denotes150

the specific level that observation i belongs to (not all data sets will have a random151

blocking factor). Logistic regression uses the assumption of binomial sampling:152

yi ∼ B(ψi, Ni), (2)

to build the likelihood function. However, this requires an abundance value Ni, and rarely153

is this quantity known with certainty. We therefore constructed an integrated model that154

uses this same logistic regression framework to model covariate effects on ψi, but155

simultaneously estimates Ni from mark-recapture data and thus acknowledges its156

uncertainty jointly with the uncertainty in count survey sampling. We chose to employ the157

Bayesian inferential framework because it is useful for (a) hierarchical and integrated158

models, (b) propagating uncertainty and parameter correlations to derived quantities, and159

(c) estimation of posterior model probabilities for model-averaging purposes.160
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2.2.2 Sub-model for abundance161

We designed the model to accommodate data collected by a two-sample mark-recapture162

design, in which the data for survey i are counts of the three observable capture histories;163

these include the number of individuals captured and marked in the first period and164

captured again in the second period (zi,11), the number of individuals captured and165

marked in the first period that were not captured in the second period (zi,10), and the166

number of individuals captured for the first time in the second period (zi,01). For one167

observation, we organize these counts into the vector zi:168

zi = [ zi,11 zi,10 zi,01 ]. (3)

We used the conditional likelihood expression (Huggins 1989, 1991) that removes the169

unobservable capture history (zi,00) from the calculation such that this three-element170

vector can be fitted assuming multinomial sampling conditional only on individuals171

captured in the study (more details in Williams et al. 2002, Section 14.1 therein). Consider172

the case where all individuals in the first and second periods have capture probabilities173

denoted by pi,1 and pi,2, respectively. The probability that a member of Ni was captured at174

all (denoted p∗i ) is then:175

p∗i = 1 − (1 − pi,1)(1 − pi,2), (4)

which can be used to create the vector (πi) of expected capture history probabilities:176

πi,11 =
pi,1pi,2

p∗i

πi,10 =
pi,1(1 − pi,2)

p∗i

πi,01 =
(1 − pi,1)pi,2

p∗i
.

(5)

This probability vector forms the expected proportions of observed capture histories, and177

is used in a multinomial likelihood by assuming:178

zi ∼ M(πi, ri) (6)

where ri = zi,11 + zi,10 + zi,01. Then, abundance can be derived as:179
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Ni =
ri

p∗i
(7)

We embedded these calculations and their likelihood in the same model that includes the180

count survey data and logistic regression such that all unknowns could be simultaneously181

estimated (see Supplement A for integrated model pseudo-code written in the JAGS182

language).183

Otis et al. (1978) introduced a family of mark-recapture models for closed population184

size estimation that vary in their assumptions about capture probabilities, and three of185

these models are relevant to the two-sample design we implemented. These models are186

commonly referred to as M0, Mt, and Mb (Table 1). Model M0 assumes that pi,1 = pi,2187

whereas model Mt assumes that pi,1 ̸= pi,2 and is equivalent to the well-known188

two-sample Lincoln-Peterson estimator. Model Mb assumes a behavioral response to189

capture and marking, such that capture probability in the second period depends on190

whether the individual was previously captured. Model Mb redefines pi,2 to be the191

probability a fish is captured for the first time in the second period (and assumes192

pi,1 = pi,2) and defines the recapture probability as ci,2. For model Mb, the calculation to193

obtain πi must be modified to accommodate these new definitions:194

πi,11 =
pi,1ci,2

p∗i

πi,10 =
pi,1(1 − ci,2)

p∗i

πi,01 =
(1 − pi,1)pi,2

p∗i
,

(8)

where the definition of p∗i remains the same as in eq. 4. If behavioral effects are present,195

they can create large errors in abundance estimates when unaccounted for (e.g., Peterson196

et al. 2015). We thus designed our modeling approach to accommodate behavioral197

responses if evidence suggests they exist. We first assessed which model assumption (M0,198

Mt, or Mb) was most supported by all observations with mark-recapture data only – we199

used the Watanabe-Akaike information criterion (WAIC) for this purpose (Watanabe 2013;200
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Hooten and Hobbs 2015). Although discerning between Mt or Mb is problematic for one201

zi vector alone, by imposing the same assumption on all available zi vectors202

simultaneously and considering their likelihoods jointly, we were able to select the203

mark-recapture model that is most supported by the accumulation of multiple repeated204

mark-recapture studies (see the results of simulation block H presented in Supplement A205

section A2.2.8 for a verification of this). We then fitted the integrated model that includes206

both count and mark-recapture data using the mark-recapture assumptions deemed most207

appropriate by WAIC.208

2.2.3 Variable selection and model-averaging209

Identifying which covariates are useful for explaining variability in detection probability210

(ψi) in eq. 1 is a key step in building a model that allows robust predictions for locations211

with count data only. Our model accounts for model uncertainty in this regard with212

additional parameters that enable estimation of the probability that each covariate should213

be included in an optimal predictive model. These “indicator variables” (Hooten and214

Hobbs 2015), denoted by ω1, . . . , ωn, were Bernoulli random variables that, when215

multiplied by each of the β coefficients, had the purpose of toggling on (ω = 1) or off216

(ω = 0) the effect of each covariate on the log odds of detection. This enabled evaluating217

multiple models during the fitting process (Kuo and Mallick 1998; Hooten and Hobbs218

2015) while providing the posterior model probabilities needed for Bayesian multi-model219

inference. The posterior mean of each ω term represents the probability that the220

corresponding covariate is a member of the optimal predictive model, with values greater221

than 0.5 indicating that the covariate should be included (Barbieri and Berger 2004).222

Model-averaged posteriors are calculated from ωβ rather than β and posterior model223

probabilities are calculated from the relative frequency with which the various ω terms are224

jointly equal to 1 or 0.225
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2.2.4 Model assumptions226

Our model makes simplifying assumptions to enable estimation, and for our description227

we divide these into three classes: those that apply to (a) random processes for228

mark-recapture sampling, (b) random processes for count sampling, and (c) the joint229

analysis of mark-recapture and snorkel data. All mark-recapture models we used assume230

(i) the population is closed between the first and second periods, (ii) capture/non-capture231

outcomes are the result of independent events across individuals, (iii) all individuals232

within a period have homogeneous (re)capture probabilities, (iv) there is no mark loss, and233

(v) marked and unmarked individuals are correctly identified as such. Mark-recapture234

models M0, Mt, and Mb all make different assumptions about how capture probability235

varies between periods and whether there is a behavioral effect of previous capture236

(described above, also Table 1). Assumptions of the binomial model as the237

count-generating process in equation 2 include (i) all members of Ni have homogeneous238

ψi, (ii) detection/non-detection outcomes are the result of independent events across239

individuals, and (iii) individuals are counted a maximum of one time and are correctly240

identified (e.g., to species). Integrating the two data types into a joint analysis introduces241

two additional assumptions. First, this requires the assumption that sampling variability242

is independent between mark-recapture and count surveys, e.g., negative errors in243

abundance estimation are not associated with higher- or lower-than-expected outcomes244

from the count survey. Second, we must assume that the population abundance Ni is245

unchanged in the time elapsed between mark-recapture and count surveys. This246

assumption is less strict than complete closure as it does not assume no movement, but247

rather that any movement of individuals in or out of the study area between surveys248

results in net zero change on average across observations.249

2.2.5 Computation250

We fitted the model using Bayesian methods implemented with Markov chain Monte251

Carlo (MCMC) sampling using program JAGS (Plummer 2003) invoked through program252
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R (R Core Team 2020) with the ‘jagsUI’ package (Kellner 2018). The R packages ‘postpack’253

(Staton 2020b) and ‘posterior’ (Bürkner et al. 2020; Vehtari et al. 2021) were used for254

posterior summarization and MCMC sampling diagnostics, respectively. We selected prior255

distributions to be minimally informative while simultaneously discouraging implausible256

values from being sampled by the MCMC algorithm. We discuss MCMC sampling,257

diagnostics, and priors in greater detail in Supplement A and provide JAGS model258

pseudocode therein as well. All code and data necessary to replicate the specific analyses259

described below are provided in Staton (2020a).260

2.3 Empirical application261

2.3.1 Study system262

Data were collected in the Grande Ronde River basin which originates in the Blue263

Mountains of northeastern Oregon and flows northward to its confluence with the Snake264

River (Fig. 1). Local salmon populations have declined precipitously from their historical265

abundance (Nehlsen et al. 1991), prompting the listing of Snake River spring/summer-run266

Chinook Salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and Snake River steelhead (O. mykiss) as267

threatened under the Endangered Species Act. Substantial resources have been invested in268

restoring freshwater habitat conditions in this region, and snorkel surveys have been used269

widely as a method for status and trends monitoring and evaluation of restoration270

effectiveness (e.g., White et al. 2019).271

2.3.2 Field data collection272

The study design and details of data collection are fully described in Jonasson et al. (2016)273

and we therefore provide only a brief overview here. Sampling occurred in the summers274

of 2012 and 2015 and spanned a range of habitat types and stream sizes in the upper275

Grande Ronde River, Catherine Creek, and their various tributaries (Fig. 1). Habitats were276

classified into channel units (i.e., pools, riffles, and runs) based on differences in bedform277

shape, gradient, and substrate size (CHaMP 2016). These channel unit delineations278

provided the spatial scale at which snorkel surveys were conducted following White et al.279
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(2012), which is based on previously established protocols (Thurow 1994; O’Neal 2007).280

Essentially, a snorkeler entered each channel unit at the downstream end, identifying fish281

species and enumerating their abundance as they proceeded methodologically upstream.282

Two snorkelers were used in wider stream channels, in which case snorkelers283

communicated with each other during the survey to avoid duplicate counting. Data were284

temporarily recorded on an underwater slate and after the entire channel unit was285

surveyed, snorkelers permanently recorded the counts by species and the quality of286

visibility underwater as poor, average, or good based on a number of factors including287

water clarity, shade, and obstructions to line of sight. Target species were Chinook Salmon288

and steelhead/Rainbow Trout.289

Prior to mark-recapture sampling, block nets were installed spanning the upstream290

and downstream ends of the channel unit to ensure population closure between capture291

events (Peterson et al. 2005). Fish were captured with backpack electrofishing in both292

events and marked using fin clips in the first event. We limited the data set to include only293

observations with valid data including non-zero marked and recaptured fish and paired294

snorkel and mark-recapture data that occurred within a two-day time frame (generally,295

snorkel surveys were conducted prior to mark-recapture sampling). This left 136 total296

observations (unique species by channel unit visit combinations) which included 100297

unique channel units (45 and 59 channel units sampled in 2012 and 2015, respectively;298

four units were sampled in both years) across 44 unique sites; 38 of the observations were299

of Chinook Salmon and 98 were of O. mykiss.300

We collected additional covariates intended to describe fish behavior and local301

habitat conditions that we hypothesized could influence detectability of our snorkel302

surveys. These covariates were measured using slight modifications to the CHaMP (2016)303

protocol and included: channel unit type classification (pool versus non-pool), average304

unit depth (m), density of large wood (greater than 15 cm in width and 3 m in length) in305

the wetted stream channel (pieces · m−2), snorkeler-determined quality of visibility (poor,306
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average, good), and species of observation.307

2.3.3 Analysis308

The model we applied to explain variability in snorkel survey detection probability had309

the form:310

logit(ψi) = α + ω1β1Chinooki + ω2β2Pooli
+ ω3β3LWD2i + ω4β4LWD3i

+ ω5β5VIS1i + ω6β6VIS3i

+ ω7β7Depthi + ω8β8Depthi × Pooli + ε j(i).

(9)

All variables were binary except Depthi, which was continuous and z-transformed prior311

to analysis. We coded Chinooki as 1 for Chinook Salmon and 0 for O. mykiss; likewise to312

discern pool and non-pool units in the case of Pooli. We categorized large wood density313

because samples were not spread evenly along the observed continuum: we coded LWD2i314

as 1 if large wood density was non-zero but less than the median density of all non-zero315

large wood density observations (0.026 pieces · m−2) and 0 otherwise; likewise for LWD3i316

but for large wood densities greater than the median density. We coded VIS1i as 1 for poor317

visibility and 0 otherwise; likewise for VIS3i but for good visibility. Zero wood density318

(LWD1i) and average visibility (VIS2i) were the baseline categories and were quantified by319

the intercept (α). Coding the covariates this way and assigning ω terms to each enabled us320

to evaluate models where, for example, high wood density has an effect relative to no321

wood but low wood density has no effect. We examined model residuals to determine322

whether sampling year (2012 vs. 2015) needed to be included as a detectability covariate,323

but found no heterogeneity in residuals across years (Supplement A, Fig. A3), and324

excluded it from further consideration given it would not be useful for predictions in325

other years. To account for potential spatial dependencies caused by factors other than326

those explained by fixed effects, we used a random effect for site (j) such that observations327

(i) made in channel units at the same site shared a common term (ε j).328
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2.4 Simulation analysis329

Stochastic simulation provides an opportunity to test the ability of the model to return330

robust estimates because they can be compared to true and known parameters. We331

designed the simulation analysis to address several questions:332

(1) Can the integrated model return unbiased estimates of true detection probability333

and abundance for both training data (locations with double sampling) and334

prediction data (locations with count and covariate data only)?335

(2) Are there benefits to accommodating the uncertainty in mark-recapture sampling, as336

measured by performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, and identification of337

ideal covariates?338

(3) Do the inferences in questions 1 and 2 depend on varying degrees of sample size,339

violated assumptions of the binomial count model and mark-recapture model,340

quality of mark-recapture data, and unmeasured covariate effects?341

(4) Does the variable selection approach we used perform well relative to a hypothetical342

case in which the covariates in the true model are known?343

To investigate these questions, we developed a series of scenarios intended to isolate the344

effect of each factor on the reliability of the estimation model (scenarios and organization345

into blocks summarized in Table 2). Scenarios encompassed various combinations of data346

availability, data quality, violated assumptions, and effects of unmonitored covariates. We347

fitted two models to each simulated data set: the integrated model described in Section 2.2348

and one identical in all ways except that the maximum likelihood estimate of abundance349

from mark-recapture data was used as known abundance with no uncertainty (referred to350

as the “external” approach). For each simulation scenario, we obtained 100 replicates of351

true states, data sets, and fitted estimates and calculated performance metrics reflecting352

accuracy, precision, variable selection, and credible interval coverage. Complete details of353

data simulation, model fitting, and calculation of performance metrics are provided in354

Supplement A.355
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3 Results356

3.1 Empirical application357

Our analysis of mark-recapture data only strongly favored models Mt and Mb over the358

simplest model M0, and favored model Mt over model Mb by over 20 ∆WAIC units. Thus,359

we used the assumptions of model Mt for fitting the integrated model. Averaged across all360

observations, capture probabilities were nearly equal between capture periods: posterior361

median of 0.41 (0.38 – 0.43; 95% equal-tailed credible interval) for p1 and 0.42 (0.40 – 0.44)362

for p2. Capture probability varied widely among observations, however, with a range of363

posterior medians of 0.02 – 0.89 and 0.03 – 0.83 for p1 and p2, respectively. We calculated364

the Pearson correlation coefficient between p1 and p2 across observations for each MCMC365

iteration and found them to be moderately correlated: 0.56 (0.44 – 0.67), indicating channel366

units that had higher-than-average capture probability in the first period were also likely367

to have higher-than-average capture probability in the second period as well. The368

integrated model fitted the mark-recapture data well, and estimated abundance generally369

agreed well with maximum likelihood estimates of abundance (Supplement A; Figure A1).370

Across observations, Chinook Salmon abundance averaged 66 fish per channel unit (range371

of posterior medians: 2 – 624) and O. mykiss abundance averaged 53 fish per channel unit372

(range: 1 – 597).373

We found strong evidence that snorkel survey detectability varied by species, unit374

type, and depth, but that the depth effect was dependent on channel unit type (i.e., pool or375

non-pool; Fig. 2). Coefficients associated with these covariates all had parameter inclusion376

probabilities of 1, indicating their ω terms took on the value of 1 for each MCMC iteration377

and suggesting we should have complete confidence that these covariates should be378

accounted for when predicting detection probability at new locations within the basin.379

The species effect was strongly positive, indicating that Chinook Salmon juveniles were380

seen with greater probability than O. mykiss (Fig. 2). Visibility was only important if the381

observer determined it was good (VIS3 effect). Poor visibility (VIS1) had a low probability382
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of inclusion (0.15) and small effect size, indicating units with this attribute had similar383

detection probabilities to those rated as average visibility. The covariates corresponding to384

non-zero density of large wood (LWD2 and LWD3) were assigned low parameter385

inclusion probabilities, indicating that channel units with these attributes had similar386

detectability to units with no large wood at all. The single model with the highest387

posterior probability (0.44) included all covariates except both large wood density388

covariates and the poor visibility covariate (Supplement A, Table A1 therein).389

Model-averaged detection probability response curves (Fig. 3) highlight the patterns390

suggested by the coefficient estimates. Most observations for both species occurred in391

channel units with no large wood present and average visibility; this limited our ability to392

investigate interactions among some habitat characteristics or species. The interaction393

between unit type and depth was strong, however, such that increasing depth had a394

positive effect on detectability in non-pool units but a negative effect in pool units (Fig. 3).395

The estimated standard deviation of site-level random effects was large (1.12; 0.88 – 1.48)396

considering they are on the logit-scale. Posterior median detection probability for397

observations ranged from 0.11 to 0.84 (mean across observations: 0.38) for Chinook398

Salmon and 0.02 to 0.92 (mean: 0.24) for O. mykiss.399

3.2 Simulation analysis400

Due to the high dimensionality of the simulation results, only two blocks (B and D; Table401

2) are displayed herein; complete block-specific results are presented in Supplement A and402

displayed in a comparative layout in Supplement B.403

In cases where model assumptions were met and data quality was not purposefully404

reduced (blocks A, B, and F), both the integrated and external (mark-recapture-derived405

abundance assumed to be the true value known without error) approaches returned406

nearly unbiased fits to the data and predictions for out-of-sample data. Average median407

percent error for abundance and detection probability across replicates was generally less408

than 5% (positive or negative) for both modeling approaches and rarely did the median409
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percent error from any replicate exceed 10% positive relative bias. In terms of precision,410

the integrated model tended to produce fitted values and out-of-sample predictions closer411

to the true values, as evidenced by smaller median absolute percent error values, though412

the difference was modest (Fig. 4b). Performance of the variable selection approach was413

not perfect in all cases, but was at least as good or better when used in the integrated414

model rather than the external method. In particular, the external method incorrectly415

assigned high inclusion probabilities to truly unimportant covariates more frequently than416

the integrated model (Fig. 4c2). Credible interval coverage was generally better for417

detection probability than for abundance, and the integrated model had better coverage418

than the external abundance approach in most cases (Fig. 4d). Furthermore, the external419

abundance approach tended to over-estimate the standard deviation of site-level random420

effects – the integrated model suffered from this issue to a lesser degree (Fig. 4e).421

As an example of model sensitivity to violated assumptions, we have included422

output summaries of simulation block D where it was possible to mistakenly count the423

same individual twice during count surveys. The primary effect of this violated424

assumption was to cause positive biases in the estimated and predicted detection425

probabilities (Fig. 5a3,a4). Estimation and prediction of abundance was not affected nearly426

to the same degree (Fig. 5a1,a2); this is because double-counting was possible in all count427

surveys, including those with and without mark-recapture sampling (training and428

prediction samples, respectively). So although we found the estimates of count survey429

detection probability to be positively biased relative to the true value in the presence of430

duplicate counts, largely unbiased predictions of abundance can still be obtained so long431

as the prevalence of double-counts is the same in prediction samples as in the training432

samples.433

4 Discussion434

We have presented a modeling approach for integrating multiple information sources that435

are commonly collected when using a double sampling design to quantify detectability of436
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count surveys. When applied to an empirical data set, the model uncovered several useful437

and intuitive patterns that demonstrated the effect of local conditions on the detectability438

of snorkel surveys. Through simulation trials, we demonstrated the method can return439

reasonably accurate and precise out-of-sample predictions. The simulation further440

revealed that there are benefits, albeit sometimes modest in magnitude, to accounting for441

uncertainty in mark-recapture sampling via the data integration technique, namely in442

terms of better selection of important covariates, better credible interval coverage, and443

greater accuracy in estimates of random variability. These patterns were consistent across444

nearly all scenarios we considered but were most exaggerated for the cases where marked445

fish actively avoided recapture (simulation blocks G and H). The only case in which we446

found poorer performance of the integrated approach was with mark-recapture data447

generated with very low capture/recapture probabilities (simulation block E, scenario 13,448

see Supplement A section A2.2.5 for more details). These findings suggest that449

investigators using the double sampling approach for quantifying the effects of covariates450

on detectability may see improved statistical performance by applying the integrated451

model we present (or similar) rather than treating abundance as a known quantity.452

The magnitude and direction of estimated coefficients for the empirical data set were453

intuitive and for the most part aligned with our expectations. For example, in our454

experience with conducting snorkel surveys, O. mykiss are more evasive which makes455

them more difficult to see than Chinook Salmon, an observation supported to a limited456

extent by other studies (Hankin and Reeves 1988; Hillman et al. 1992). The depth by unit457

type interaction is also intuitive, as shallow, fast water, non-pool units have more458

turbulence and require more crawling (mask out of water) to progress through the survey;459

shallow pools do not suffer from this issue but deeper pools have their own characteristics460

that limit detectability. We had expected to identify a negative effect of high large wood461

density, but we also had comparatively low replication at high large wood densities which462

likely affected our ability to identify an effect. Moreover, another study also found463
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important effects of wood density, species, and visibility (Thurow et al. 2006) and their464

estimates of detection probability for O. mykiss ranged between 0.15 and 0.2 (depending465

on size class), with individual observations ranging from 0 to 0.6 – our analysis estimated466

an average of 0.24 and a range of 0.02 to 0.92.467

While covariates explained much of the variation in detectability in the empirical468

data set, the estimated standard deviation of site-level random effects was large. This469

indicates that either some important covariates were not included or the count process470

was over-dispersed relative to the binomial process we assumed. Our simulation analyses471

illustrated that both cases can cause positive bias in the random variability term but that472

the accuracy of predictions was largely unaffected. Over-dispersion and failure to include473

all important covariates are common in ecological analyses, and our simulation analyses474

suggest that the integrated model showed better performance than the external approach475

in these situations. Although the random term was needed to accommodate otherwise476

unexplained variability in the empirical data, its magnitude indicates we should expect477

low precision in out-of-sample predictions.478

There are several important assumptions that, if violated, would affect the reliability479

of our model. One especially worthy of note is the assumption of no net change in480

abundance between snorkel and mark-recapture sampling. If fish counted during a481

snorkel survey were inadvertently pushed out of the channel unit by observers before482

block nets were inserted, then the abundance sampled by mark-recapture would be483

smaller than that vulnerable to being counted by snorkel survey. This would have the484

tendency to produce positive biases in our estimates of detection probability, but we485

would not expect it to bias the estimates of covariate effects (which are log odds ratios).486

We believe the assumption would need to be violated frequently and severely to render487

our estimates unusable. Furthermore, this assumption is not specific to our integration of488

abundance and count data into a single model, but rather to the use of the double489

sampling design to quantify detectability. To the contrary, we illustrated via simulation490
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that in the face of some violated assumptions (e.g., ignoring behavioral effects in491

mark-recapture sampling) the integrated model performed better than a non-integrated492

method (Supplemental Fig. A10).493

We believe this integrated approach is general enough for application to a wide494

variety of systems that have similar data (paired count, independent abundance data, and495

explanatory covariates). This is true so long as the count process can be reasonably496

approximated by a binomial process, as illustrated by our simulation analysis. In our497

simulation, the model generated snorkel count data using a binomial sampling process,498

yet the counts could have instead been intended to represent counts from spotlight499

surveys, aerial surveys, camera traps, or other methods and the conclusions would be500

identical.501

There are a variety of adaptations that could be made to the model for application to502

new use cases. First, the count component is essentially a binomial generalized linear503

model, meaning that its complexity can be tailored to available data and research needs.504

With suitable survey design, there are many aspects that could be included such as (a)505

variability due to year or observer, (b) higher order (e.g., quadratic) terms to accommodate506

non-linearity, (c) more interaction terms, or (d) more complex structures for random effects507

that better capture spatial autocorrelation. The indicator variable selection approach we508

embedded within the model to accommodate model uncertainty is general and can be509

altered to perform multi-model inference in more simplistic or complex cases (more510

examples of this approach in ecological settings can be found in Coggins et al. 2014;511

Dorazio et al. 2011; Gwinn et al. 2019a,b). Second, the mark-recapture likelihood could be512

altered to accommodate independent abundance data from more complex designs or513

covariates could be used to explain variability in capture probabilities (pi,1 and pi,2) which514

could potentially increase precision of abundance estimates. In addition to our conditional515

multinomial likelihood approach, data augmentation (e.g., Royle and Dorazio 2010; Kéry516

and Schuab 2012, Ch. 6) is another method for expressing mark-recapture likelihoods that517
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may show promise in this context (M. Falcy, personal communication). This would be518

particularly true if individual covariates (e.g., fish size) need to be accounted for, as data519

augmentation methods model sampling processes on an individual basis. Further, we520

believe non-mark-recapture designs for obtaining abundance estimates (e.g., depletion521

sampling, catchability-adjusted catch rate data, etc.) could be accommodated by our522

approach as well, so long as a sampling distribution can be assigned to the abundance523

estimate (or raw data) and an associated measure of statistical (i.e., observational)524

uncertainty is available. Finally, addressing particular research questions may necessitate525

assigning counts or captured individuals to multiple groups (e.g., size, age, or sex); it is526

plausible that the model could be extended to accommodate multinomial count outcomes.527

A common goal of many ecological research, monitoring, and evaluation programs528

includes understanding and predicting animal abundance and distribution as influenced529

by habitat quality, climate change, species interactions, trophic relations, and other factors.530

However, the first step in any such program should include robust evaluation of the core531

response variable – animal abundance – which often includes assessing heterogeneity in532

count survey detectability. Our integrated method should be applicable to most double533

sampling designs wherein the investigators wish to estimate covariate effects on534

detectability while being explicit about uncertainty in abundance data or estimates. The535

modeling approaches presented in this study point towards opportunities for future536

research that will help guide studies targeted at quantifying detectability with the537

intention of making more robust inferences from count data.538
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TABLE 1. Three types of mark-recapture models for the two-sample case with closed
populations. For models M0 and Mt, pi,1 and pi,2 are capture probabilities for all individuals
in each period. For model Mb, pi,2 is the probability of first capture in the second period,
and ci,2 is the probability of recapture. The ∆WAIC column shows the difference in WAIC
scores between each model and the lowest WAIC model for the Grande Ronde empirical
analysis, which we used to inform which assumption should be made when fitting the
integrated model.

Model Assumptions Description ∆WAIC

M0 pi,1 = pi,2 Time-constant capture probability 101
Mt pi,1 ̸= pi,2 Period-specific capture probability 0
Mb pi,1 = pi,2 ̸= ci,2 Behavioral response affects recapture probability 22
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TABLE 2. Breakdown of the scenarios used for the simulation analysis. See Supplement A
for a description of how the scenarios were implemented.

Block Description Scenario Training
Sam-
ples

ω
Known

Over-disp.
Countsa

Double
Count Prob.

p1, p2
b c2

c Assumed
Modeld

Unobserved
Covariatese

1 25
2 50 Yes None 0 beta(10, 10) p2 Mt NoneA

Model assumptions met,
true model known, vary
training sample size 3 100

4 25
5 50 No None 0 beta(10, 10) p2 Mt NoneB

Model assumptions met,
true model unknown, vary
training sample size 6 100

7 Little
8 100 No Some 0 beta(10, 10) p2 Mt NoneC

Homogenous pi assumption
violated, vary the amount of
over-dispersion 9 Lots

10 0.05
11 100 No None 0.1 beta(10, 10) p2 Mt NoneD

Single count only
assumption violated, vary
the probability a fish is
counted twice

12 0.2

13 beta(20, 80)
14 100 No None 0 beta(50, 50) p2 Mt NoneE

Model assumptions met,
vary the quality of
mark-recapture data 15 beta(80, 20)

16 Little
17 100 No None 0 beta(10, 10) p2 Mt SomeF

Model assumptions met,
vary the contribution of
unobserved covariates 18 Lots

19 p2 · 0.9
20 100 No None 0 beta(10, 10) p2 · 0.7 Mt NoneG

Behavioral recapture
response present, but not
accounted for 21 p2 · 0.5

22 0 p2 · 0.9
23 100 No None beta(10, 10) p2 · 0.7 Use WAIC NoneH

Behavioral recapture
response present, use WAIC
to determine if it needs
accounting

24 0 p2 · 0.5
a We used a beta-binomial count model to simulate over-dispersed counts of varying degrees by changing the sum of the two beta parameters; none =

1 × 1010, little = 20, some = 10, lots = 5.
b Capture probabilities for each period were sampled from the listed beta distribution for each observation.
c Recapture probability for the second period is a function of the capture probability in that period.
d For block H, WAIC was used to select the best mark-recapture assumptions to make prior to fitting the model with count data.
e We used observation-level logit-normal deviates to simulate the effects of unobserved covariates. We varied their standard deviation: none = 0, little

= 0.1, some = 0.3, lots = 0.5.
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FIGURE 1. Map of the portion of the Grande Ronde River basin that served as the study
area for the empirical application of the integrated model. Point colors denote the number
of observations made at each site, i.e., the number of replicates for the site-level random
effect.
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FIGURE 2. Model-averaged coefficient estimates (ωβ) from the empirical application of
the integrated model. Positive coefficient values indicate that covariate increases snorkel
detection probability; points represent posterior means, thick bars represent central 50%
credible intervals and thin bars represent 95% credible intervals. Along the right axis are
posterior probabilities that each covariate should be included in an optimal predictive
model (posterior mean of each ω term).
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FIGURE 3. Response of snorkel survey detection probability to various covariates for
two salmonid species in the empirical analysis. Each panel shows a unique combination
of large wood density (LWD; rows) and snorkeler-determined visibility (VIS; columns)
grouped by species (axes extent equal for all panels). Curves and points display the model-
averaged posterior median fixed-effect relationship and observation-specific detection
probability, respectively, for non-pool and pool units. Grey bands and error bars denote
95% equal-tailed credible intervals.
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FIGURE 4. Summary of output from block B of the simulation trials, in which all model
assumptions were met and the sample size was varied. Points represent medians across
100 replicate data sets, thick error bars represent the central 50% of outcomes, and thin
error bars represent the central 95% of outcomes. (a) Distribution of median percent errors
(MPE) across replicate data sets for abundance (a1 and a2) and detection probability (a3
and a4) – dashed line at 0 shows no error. (b) Same layout as (a), except for median absolute
percent errors (MAPE). (c1) Proportion of the simulations in which truly non-zero effects
were assigned probability of inclusion greater than 0.5. (c2) Proportion of the simulations
in which truly zero-valued effects were assigned probability of inclusion less than 0.5. (d)
Distribution of coverage statistics for abundance (d1) and detection (d2) – i.e., the fraction
of 95% credible intervals that contained the true value (reference dashed line at 0.95 shows
optimal coverage). (e) Distribution of estimated standard deviation of site-level random
effects – dashed line shows the true value used to simulate the data. Matching figures for
all simulation blocks are shown in Supplements A and B.
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Simulation Block D: Individuals can be double−counted

FIGURE 5. Summary of output from block D of the simulation trials in which it was
possible to double-count individuals but the models did not account for it. Scenarios 6,
10, 11, and 12 had probabilities of double counting individuals of 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2,
respectively, and are identical in all other ways. Layout of this figure is identical to Figure
4, consult that figure caption for a description of the various panels.
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